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Abstracts of Papers Presented at The 169th Research
Meeting of The Medical Research Centre of Bombay
Hospital Trust on Monday 08th June 2009
(Convenor Dr. H.L. Dhar)
1. Anti -Yo Mediated Paraneoplastic Cerebellar Degeneration in a Woman with Ovarian

Adenocarcinoma
Anand Mudkanna, Suresh Menon, Unni C Narayanan, BS Singhal

Background : Paraneoplastic cerebellar degeneration is a rare disorder affecting the neurological
system.

We report a case of a 52 year old postmenopausal female who presented with subacute onset of
giddiness, followed by progressive imbalance, vomiting, diplopia and dysarthria. She had previously
been in good health and there was no significant family history. Examination revealed profound
pancerebellar ataxia with titubation, cerebellar dysarthria and downbeat nystagmus. A general and
gynaecological examination was otherwise unremarkable. Contrast enhanced MRI of the brain was
normal. Repeated spinal fluid studies revealed monocytic pleocytosis and mildly elevated proteins. The
viral markers were negative. ENMG/NCV studies did not show any peripheral demyelination.
Ultrasonography of the abdomen and pelvis revealed a complex cyst in the left ovary and normal right
ovary. Serum tumour markers showed raised CA125. Anti-neuronal antibody testing (anti-yo, anti-Ri
and anti-Hu) was strongly positive only for anti-Yo. A whole-body positron emission tomography scan
revealed increased uptake of FDG in both the ovaries with a large well circumscribed predominantly
cystic lesion arising from the left ovary. Before surgery she received 5 doses of intravenous methyl
prednisolone with no improvement in symptoms. She underwent total abdominal hysterectomy with
bilateral salpingo-oopherectomy with omentectomy. The final pathology revealed high grade serous
papillary carcinoma of right and left ovary and minor endometroid carcinoma, FIGO Grade 2. There was
metastatic adenocarcinoma in small parametrial node and omentum was free of tumour deposits. After
surgery there was mild improvement in the symptoms though she is still bed bound. She is on follow up
and slated to receive paclitaxel and carboplatin based chemotherapy.

Conclusion : Early recognition followed by investigation of the cause of the paraneoplastic syndrome
facilitates preclinical detection and early treatment of the malignancy.

2. Open Label Study of the Efficacy and Safety of Mitoxantrone as Initial Therapy in 23 Patients with
Multiple Sclerosis
Suresh Menon, B.S. Singhal

Background and Purpose : Mitoxantrone is an approved disease modifying agent for treatment of
multiple sclerosis (MS). The aim of the study was to assess its efficacy and safety in Indian MS patients.

Material and Methods : 23 patients with clinically definite MS (Poser Criteria) were enrolled in an
open study. 21 patients satisfied the McDonald’s criteria for MS and two satisfied the diagnostic criteria
of neuromyelitis optica (NMO). The number of relapses and expanded disability status scale (EDSS)
score were used as primary and secondary outcome measures. The patients were monitored for adverse
effects.
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Results : In 17 (15 MS and two NMO) patients who completed one year of therapy, there was significant
difference in the mean annual relapse rates before and on mitoxantrone therapy (0.879 ± 0.58 and 0.091
± 0.17 respectively, P = 0.003). Of the 17, ten patients completed therapy for two years. Both, the
annualized relapse rates before (1.024 ± 0.59) and with therapy (0.155 ± 0.21) (p = 0.0054) and EDSS
score showed significant benefit in these ten patients (p = 0.001). This benefit persisted during the mean
follow up period of two and a half years after completion of therapy. The adverse events noted in the
entire cohort were leucopenia in four patients (two severe requiring discontinuation of therapy). One
patient had asymptomatic reversible decrease in cardiac ejection fraction and mitoxantrone was
discontinued.

Conclusions : Mitoxantrone as initial therapy decreases clinical exacerbations and disability
progression, and has a reasonable safety profile in Indian patients with MS and NMO.

Abstracts of Papers Presented at The 170th Research
Meeting of The Medical Research Centre of Bombay
Hospital Trust on Monday 20th July 2009
(Convenor Dr. H.L. Dhar)
1. To understand the demography of airway diseases in a study population of people visiting a hospital

health check-up scheme.
Ratna Balkrishnan, Sujeeth Rajan

A respiratory health questionnaire to assess the demographics of patients with diagnosed and
undiagnosed obstructive airway disease attending a hospital health check up scheme in Mumbai city.

Objective
To study the burden of undiagnosed airway disease in a study population Visiting health check up.

To study various aetiological factors contributing to airway diseases.

To study the asthma treatment practices in a patient population diagnosed and being treated for
asthma prior to health check up.

This study will be conducted at the Executive Health Scheme at Bombay Hospital on subjects attending
the health check up. All subjects will be put on respiratory questionnaire (around 25) regarding smoking,
occupation, dietary, environmental, genetic, comorbid conditions and symptomatology pertaining to airway
diseases. These subjects will be later performing spirometry tests. Assessment will be carried out and
all data will be recorded. Looking for a study population of around 500 subjects (may extend upto 1000).

2 Epidemiological Profile of Oral Cancer in Bombay Hospital
SR Pandloskar, HL Dhar

Aim: This study was aimed at to analyze various profiles of the oral cancer based on hospital data
during the year 2005.

Material and Methods: This is a retrospective study based on a re-evaluation of all medical records
of patients of oral cancers in Bombay Hospital during the period January to December 2005.

Following parameters were analyzed: Age / Sex distribution, Socio-economic status, Histological
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types, Addiction, Treatment.

Results : Total 106 medical records of oral cancer patients admitted were re-evaluated. Majority of
the subjects included in the study belonged to 41 - 50 years age group. Overall mean age of the patients
was 51.63 ± 11.61.overall stay was 11.1 ± 7.23. Male preponderance was noticed in this series (79.61%
Vs 21.38%).

Study subjects were distributed according to clinical and histopathological staging.

Majority (66.03%) of subjects was admitted in advanced stage of the disease that is grade III squamous
cell carcinoma. The common sites were Tongue (28.30%), Buccal Mucosa (47.17%), and Alveous (10.38%).
Neck (2.83%), Palate (1.87%), Tonsils (1.87%), Cheek (0.94%), Maxilla (0.94%), Maxilla palate (0.94%),
Uvula (0.94%) were the other sites involved. Overall 80% subjects were addicted to tobacco in any form
for many years. This shows tobacco consumption is a greater risk factor for the development of oral
cancer. Overall 76.42% patients underwent surgery. The tumours were removed.

Summary and Conclusion: The Buccal mucosa and tongue are the most common sites

The squamous cell carcinoma is the most frequent histological type. People between 40 (31%) and 59
(28%) years old are more affected. Most of the patients (66%) presented in the advanced stages of the
disease. Overall 56% of the patients were addicted to Tobacco for many years. No death occurred during
hospital stay.

3. Mass Lesion – Lung.
Sujata Chowdhary, Amit Gandhi, Shyamsunder Tampi

A 68 year old female, known case of hypertension for last 5 years on treatment, non diabetic presented
with dry cough and weight loss of 1-2 months duration. No fever, chest pain, wheeze or breathlessness.
CBC revealed normochromic, normocytic anaemia. Chest radiograph revealed a mass lesion RLZ. CT
scan chest showed a 6.5 cm mass lesion in apicoposterior segment of RLL. Sputum for AFB/ Fungus was
negative. Sputum cytology – no atypical /malignant cells seen. CEA was normal. FOB and bronchial
biopsy of growth occluding apicoposterior segment of RLL - no evidence of TB/fungus or malignancy. BAL
Culture poor growth of Enterobacter aerogenes. The patient was planned for a possible ( R) lower lobectomy/
( R) pneumonectomy. In view of high suspicion of malignancy, it was planned to do a frozen section biopsy
at surgery and proceed. However, prior to this, a CT Scan guided FNAC was attempted to try and identify
the exact aetiology as a last resort prior to surgery. The cytology showed numerous neutrophils and
nuclear debris in addition to actinomycotic granules. No atypical/malignant cells seen. The patient was
diagnosed as pulmonary actinomycosis. Managed on the usual line with inj. Crystalline penicillin for 04
weeks and T Erythrocin for 3 months with satisfactory clinical and radiological resolution.

Conclusion : All masses in the lung are not necessarily neoplastic in origin. Pulmonary actinomycosis
can masquerade as a lung mass/neoplasm. A tissue diagnosis is imperative in all such cases before
contemplating avoidable surgery as in the index case.


